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Abstract. A wide coverage spectral investigation on the muscle of river calm sample has been 

carried out using laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy for examining the overall profile of 

the emission spectra from the produced plasma. The basic apparatus of LIBS system used is 
a Nd-YAG laser and wide coverage optical multichannel analyzer (OMA) system. The 

river clam samples used is collected from Panga River in Aceh Jaya Regency, Aceh, 

Indonesia up streaming in a mountain of Gunong Ujeun, which is used as a location of the 
intensive traditional mining activity. Assuming that heavy metal accumulated in the clam 

muscle, LIBS experiments were carried out on the muscle of the calm. The sample used 
was fresh muscle sliced and attached to a copper plate. Plasma was generated by focusing 

the laser beam on the sample surface under air surrounding gas at 1 atmosphere. It is found 

that there are only major elements of host organic, namely C, H, O, N and the minor 
element of salts can be detected from fresh the clam sample when using a high pulse laser 

energy under air surrounding at high pressure of 1 atmosphere. There is no emission lines 

from any metal can be detected. Several experimental parameters were explored to study 

the panoramic dynamic of the emission spectra. It is found that the lower energy and the 

lower pressure is better for obtaining better emission spectra showing the possibility for 
determination of the analyte. 

1. Introduction 

Traditional mining activities exploiting gold, gemstones and other minerals were suspected to cause 

heavy metal pollution in the environment around the mining location since the heavy metals including 

mercury used the mining activities. It is blamed that the traditional miners have no required skills for 

handling the heavy metals and the post use management. If the mining tailing is flown directly into the 

environment, it possibly encounters into food chain resulting in a lethal effect on human beings. The 

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0
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locations of the mining activity are typically in the mountain region. Thus rivers up streaming to the 

mining location are potentially polluted by the heavy metals from the mining tailing, polluting the 

biotas in the river. As river calm lives on the bottom of the river and obtaining food from surrounding 

organic matter supposed to contain heavy metal, it causes an accumulation of the heavy metals in the 

clam organs. Thus the river calm is considered as a good precursor of heavy metal pollution due to the 

mining tailing and other anthropogenic sources [1]. There are several laboratory methods for detecting 

and measuring the heavy metal pollution in biological samples. However, the methods mostly use a 

wet chemical with tiring sample preparation and environmentally unfriendly residue. In this study, due 

to its excellence over the conventional analytical tools, LIBS technique as emerging the analytical tool 

is used to analyze river clam sample, especially clam muscle [2-3]. However, calm muscle is complex 

sample due to the soft matrix and a large content of water. Therefore, the preliminary panoramic study 

of LIBS over wide wavelength range was made on the calm muscle sample. The panoramic LIBS 

study is carried out to the obtained general profile of the plasma emission and the possibility of 

conducting a qualitative and quantitative analysis of major, minor and trace elements including heavy 

metals in the sample [4].  

 

2. Experimental Procedure 

LIBS apparatus used in this experiment is a Nd-YAG laser (Quanta-Ray; LAB SERIES; λ=1.064 nm; 

500 mJ, 8 ns, 10 Hz) as plasma excitation source, a focusing lens (f= +150 mm), and an optical 

multichannel analyzer (OMA) system. The OMA system consisted of an Echelle spectrograph and 

intensified charged couple device (ICCD) detector (Andor Mechelle ME5000). The OMA system 

covers simultaneously wide wavelength in one acquisition ranging from 200 nm to 975 nm with the 

focal length of 195 mm, the slit of  F/7, and the spectral resolution (λ/∆λ) of 1 (corresponding to 3 

pixels at full width at half maximum, FWHM). The OMA system accuracy is better than ± 0.05 nm. 

The pulse energy of the laser can be varied by controlling the input voltage of the pumping laser diode 

ranging from 0 till 500 mJ. The laser pulse energy can further be reduced using a set of transmission 

filters. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Photograph of the fresh muscle 

sample of the river clam 

 Figure 2. Photograph of a slice  the fresh muscle 

of the river clam sample  

 

The sample used in this study was collected from Panga River which up streams in Gunong Ujeun, a 

location used to intensive traditional gold mining activities. LIBS experiment was carried out on the 

fresh muscle as shown in Figure 2(b). The fresh muscle was cut into a slice with a dimension of 2 cm 

x 2 cm and a thickness of about 2 mm. The fresh muscle slice was then attached to a copper plate, as 

shown in Figure 2(b), and placed in the circular metal chamber. The metal chamber equipped with 
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several windows can be filled with different gas kind and evacuated to keep the sample surrounding 

gas at the desired pressure. In this preliminary experiment, LIBS experiment was conducted under air 

surrounding gas. 

 

 
Figure 3. The experimental setup used this study. 

 

For generating plasma from the calm sample, the Nd-YAG laser beam was focused onto the sample 

surface in the chamber. The emission of the produced plasma was collected using an optical fiber 

probe. One end of the optical fiber probe was set at an inclined position of about 45
o
 to the laser beam 

path through a window of the metal chamber. The optical fiber probe is about 5 cm apart from the 

center of the plasma. The optical signal collected by the optical fiber probe was then fed into the 

entrance slit of the spectrograph of the OMA system equipped with the ICCD camera. The OMA 

system operation is controlled by a personal computer using AndorSOLIS software. The detected 

emission spectrum was displayed on the monitor and was recorded in the computer memory. The 

OMA system was operated under gating mode by setting the delay and width of the gate function. The 

acquisition of the emission spectrum was carried out by 5 accumulations and was repeated 2 times.  

 

3. Results and Discussion  

Figure 4 exhibits the emission spectrum detected from plasma produced after focusing Nd-YAG laser 

beam onto the fresh calm sample of air surrounding gas at an atmospheric pressure as typically 

adopted in LIBS technique. The laser pulse energy was 93 mJ. The use of a wide range coverage 

OMA system allows investigating the spectral emission lines in a wide wavelength region, starting 

from 200 nm till 925 nm.  It can be seen in the figure that the emission spectra are dominated by many 

atomic emission lines due to host element of the organic sample namely carbon (C), hydrogen (H), 

oxygen (O) and nitrogen (N) appear with strong emission intensity. The emission lines are C I 247.9 

nm, H I  656.32 nm, N I 742.36 nm, N I 744.22 nm, N I 746.83 nm and N I 818.80 nm, N I 821.63 nm, 

N I 822.31 nm, N I 824.23 nm as well as N I 868.02 nm, and N I 868.23 nm. The two nitrogen lines of 

N I 868.02 nm, and N I 868.23 nm are overlapping. Not only atomic emission lines but the ionic 

emission line due to nitrogen also occur namely N II 500.59 nm along with many molecular bands due 

to surrounding gas breakdown because high laser pulse energy was employed at high pressures of the 

surrounding gas. Similarly, there are many atomic emission lines due to oxygen arise including the 

typical three atomic lines of  O I 777.19 nm, O I 777.41 nm and O I 777.54 nm. In the emission 

spectra, the three lines are overlapped. We also can observe other emission lines of oxygen,  O I 

844.62 nm and O I 844.63 nm, which are also overlap. This is because the resolution of the OMA 

system is not sufficient for resolving the emission lines. Together with the atomic and ionic emission 

lines and molecular emission band due to the host element of the organic sample and the air 

surrounding gas, the emission spectral lines from several salts can be seen with very high emission 

intensity. The emission lines due to salts are magnesium (Mg II 279.55 nm and Mg II 280.27 nm) and 

calcium (Ca II 393.39 nm and Ca II 396.88 nm). This spectrum implies that all host elements of the 

organic sample can be detected with strong intensity including atomic lines, ionic lines and molecular 

bands from the plasma produced on the fresh calm muscle.  
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Figure 4. The emission spectrum is taken from plasma produced on the fresh clam muscle by 

focusing Nd-YAG laser beam of 93 mJ under air surrounding gas at 1 atmosphere. The clam sample 

was collected from Panga river in Sineubok Padang village, Panga District, Aceh Jaya Regency, Aceh, 

Indonesia. 

 

 

Figure 5. The emission spectrum is taken from plasma produced on the fresh clam muscle by 

focusing Nd-YAG laser beam of 60 mJ under air surrounding gas at a pressure of about 5 Torr. 

 

In general as mentioned above, the emission spectra detected from plasma produced on the fresh calm 

muscle sample using the Nd-YAG laser beam with a pulse of energy of 93 mJ under air surrounding 

gas at atmospheric pressure is dominated mainly by the emission lines and the molecular band due to 

the host constituents of the sample and the surrounding gas. This is probably due to the high energy of 

the laser beam induces high pressure and high-density plasma not only from the sample but also from 

strong gas breakdown of the air surrounding gas. This results in strong emission of atomic and ionic 

emission lines as well as the molecular band. This is indicated by the appearance of strong ionic 

emission lines and molecular bands due to nitrogen since the air consists of more 78% nitrogen. In this 
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experimental condition of high laser pulse energy and high pressure of surrounding gas, there are no 

any emission lines from metals especially heavy metal can be detected. There are two possible 

explanations; the calm muscle sample contains no metals including heavy metal, or it might contain 

metal at very low concentration. Probably, the low concentration of metal results in weak emission 

intensity but overwhelmed by the numerous strong emission spectral lines. Strong emission spectral 

lines from the host constituent of the organic sample are induced by the high pulse energy of Nd-YAG 

laser at high pressure of surrounding gas. Thus, in next experiment, the plasma was produced using 

lower laser pulse energy of 60 mJ under air surrounding gas at 1 atmospheric pressure. However, the 

resulted emission spectrum, in this case, displayed very similar features to that of using the high laser 

pulse energy of 93 mJ. Therefore, the experiment then was continued using lower pulse energy of 60 

mJ but reducing the surrounding gas pressure to around 5 Torr.  

Figure 5 displays the emission spectrum detected from the plasma produced after focusing the Nd-

YAG laser beam with a pulse energy of 60 mJ onto the fresh clam muscle under air surrounding gas at 

a low pressure of 5 Torr. The emission spectrum is largely different from the spectrum shown in Fig. 

4. In contrary to the emission spectrum in Fig. 4 dominated by the molecular band, this emission 

spectrum is dominated mostly by atomic and ionic lines. The emission spectrum is free from the 

molecular band, and there are many emission lines from the host, minor and trace elements including 

heavy metals such as Fe observed in the wavelength region from 200 nm to 900 nm. The emission 

lines due to the host constituent of the calm sample appear clearly. This confirms the above 

interpretation that the molecular bands arise from the breakdown of the air surrounding gas. In this 

low-pressure case, 5 Torr, the amount of air in the surrounding reduces substantially. The low pressure 

spectrum is now under detailed investigation to confirm and identify the emission lines. 

 

4. Conclusion 

A preliminary wide spectral wavelength investigation of LIBS emission spectrum has been carried out 

on the fresh clam muscle sample. The emission spectrum detected from the plasma produced the calm 

muscle sample using the Nd-YAG laser energy of 93 mJ under air surrounding gas at high pressure is 

heavily dominated by the emission lines from the host constituent of the sample and the strong gas 

breakdown plasma of the surrounding gas. Reduction the laser pulse energy to 60 mJ together with 

lowering the surrounding gas pressure to 5 Torr yield to a much better profile of the emission 

spectrum with favorable features for spectrochemical analysis. Since the emission spectrum dominated 

by the emission lines due to host constituent of the clam sample and the surrounding, no emission lines 

from metal especially heavy metal can be detected at high laser pulse energy and high surrounding gas 

pressure. Further assessment of the emission lines for studying characteristics of plasma produced on 

the calm muscle in term of temperature and electron density and the possibility for making qualitative 

and quantitative analysis is being carried out and will be reported elsewhere shortly. 
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